The study of the polarization properties of the gamma-ray
INTRODUCTION
The nature of the gamma-ray burst sources has remained a mystery ever since their discovery some 25 years ago. Even after the best efforts of scores of researchers, there is no consensus regarding their origin. The latest results from the Compton GammaRay Observatory (CGRO) have served to heighten the interest in this problem without offering any fundamental answers as to their origin.
When it comes to the study of electromagnetic radiation, there are four measurements which an observer can make (all as a function of time). In the context of gamma-ray burst studies, these are: 1) the source location; 2) the source spectrum (distribution of photon energies); 3) the source intensity (spectrum normalization); and 4) the source polarization. All studies of gamma-ray bursts to date have involved the first three types of measurements. Since these data have not yet yielded any clear fundamental answers as to the nature of the bursts, we contend that an additional piece of information may be required. The only additional piece of information which is available to the observer is that of the polarization of the radiation.
A few authors have discussed polarization effects in the context of burst models. For example, Mitrofanov and Pozanenkol have discussed the polarization inherent in cyclotron emission in a strong magnetic field; they predict a polarization fraction of -80% near 100 keV for a typical neutron star environment. Bisnovatyi-Kogan 2 has noted that the measurement of polarization in the observed spectral lines would help to determine the exact nature of the line emission. Baring 3 has examined the polarization produced via magnetic photon splitting; a maximum polarization fraction of about 43% is possible with this mechanism.
At present, there is no gamma-ray experiment that we know of which is presently in operation or in the planning stages whose major emphasis is the measurement of polarization. The COMPTEL instrument
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on GR0 4 , for example, has only marginal capabilities for detecting polarized emission due to an inefficient geometry (the major drawback for measuring polarization with traditional Compton telescopes). Some of the proposed concepts (such as TTTS 5 ) include the capability for polarization measurements, but once again, they are not optimized for that purpose.
The prototype GRAPE design has been developed within the context of a long-duration balloon platform. However, the modular nature of this experiment will also facilitate its use as an add-on experiment for satellite platforms. In addition, the simplicity of this design, along with its minimal pointing and service requirements, would make such an experiment ideally suited for deployment on Space Station Freedom.
POLARIMETER BASICS
The measurement of linear polarization at hard x-ray and gammaray energies is based on the fact that the Compton scattering crosssection is a function of angle from the electric field vector. In particular, the scattering cross-section is a maximum for photons scattered perpendicular to the electric field vector and it is a minimum for photons scattered parallel to the electric field vector. The ratio between the minimum and the maximum scattering cross sections gives a good indication of how effective this approach may be. Although this ratio is quite high (-65) at 100 keV, the ratio decreases rapidly at energies above 500 keV (-5 at 500 keV). This makes this technique increasingly difficult at MeV energies.
THE POLARIMETER MODULE
GRAPE is designed as a modular experiment, consisting of a number of independent polarimeters. The basic principle of the GRAPE design is to scatter photons from a low-Z plastic scintillator into a high-Z NaI(Tl) scintillator which is capable of absorbing the remaining photon energy with a high probability. A single polarimeter module consists of a ring of individual plastic scintillators surrounding the NaI(Tl) absorber, as shown in Figure 1 . The NaI(T1) detector is cylindrical, 7.6 cm in diameter and 7.6 cm long. Each plastic scattering element (in the present design) is 7.6 cm long and 3 cm thick. A complete module measures 25 cm x 25 cm in size.
The goal is to measure the azimuthal distribution of the photons scattered into the central detector. This distribution is determined by recording the coincidence events between each of the 12 scattering elements and the central detector. This provides a set of 12 energy-loss spectra which can be used to measure the polarization of the incident flux as a function of energy. detector. In the baseline design, the NaI(Tl) detector is 7.6 cm in diameter by 7.6 cm long. The plastic scattering elements are 3 cm thick. The plastic detectors are centered on a radius of 11.3 cm.
We define the measured polarization in terms of the modulation factor,
P(E7,0) = Smax ( Er , e) Sn,^" (E7 9 0)
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where S refers to the effective area of a single NaI (T1) -plastic scattering pair at incident energy Ey and incident angle 0. In this expression, the maximium and minimum values refer to the maximum and minimum of the azimuthal variations. The detection properties inherent in this expression have been studied in detail with a series of Monte Carlo simulations. These simulations employed a modified version of the CERN GEANT code (modified to properly handle polarized photons) .
The results of these simulations are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . Figure 2 shows the effect of increasing incident energy on the measured azimuthal variations (for an incidence angle of 0°). Figure  3 shows the effect of increasing the incidence angle (for an incident energy of 100 key). In all cases, the response both to 100% linearly polarized radiation and to unpolarized radiation is shown. Solid lines represent a This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at:
BALLOON PAYLOAD CONCEPT
In developing this concept for a balloon payload, it is necessary for the detector to have an efficiency which would give useful scientific results within the time frame of a typical longduration balloon flight (typically, 2 -3 weeks). This requires an array of polarimeter modules. Our baseline design is an array of 16 modules, as shown in Figure 4 .
As a polarimeter, GRAPE would be able to detect 50% linear polarization at >3a in a burst with a fluence of 5x10 -6 ergs cm 2 . (More recent simulations appear to suggest that refinements to this design may improve the detection efficiency by as much as 50%.) With a FOV of -1 steradian, we would expect to see -1 burst at this fluence level during a 2-3 week balloon flight. Although GRAPE is optimized for the measurement of polarization (up to several hundred key), the use of the individual detectors will also permit a significant capability for timing, and spectral measurements of gammaray bursts up to several MeV. The use of corner-mounted x-ray Figure 4 . A schematic of the full detectors (as in the BATSE balloon prototype, consisting of design) will permit an array of 16 individual modules.
localization of bursts to within several degrees; this would. be required for a more accurate deconvolution of the GRAPE response (due to its dependence on incidence angle). Finally, systematic effects within the modules would be alleviated by rotation of the balloon payload.
